Benefits of Manufacturing in Mexico Revealed at 'MexicoNow Supply Chain Summit'

'MexicoNow Supply Chain Summit' on March 1, 2018, in El Paso, Texas will provide answers to questions that executives may have about Manufacturing in Mexico. The Tecma Group will be on site to provide personal review sessions about Tecma Services.

The Tecma Group of Companies, headquartered in El Paso and San Diego, are co-sponsors of the 'MexicoNow Supply Chain Summit' event to be held in El Paso, Texas on March 1, 2018. Tecma's Founder and President, Alan Russell, will be one of the guest speakers discussing manufacturing in Mexico, an update on NAFTA and the most timely and important subjects of interest to those companies currently manufacturing in Mexico and those companies considering manufacturing in Mexico.

About 'MexicoNow Supply Chain Summit'

Mexico's Manufacturing Supply Chain Summit 2018 at El Paso, TX is a unique opportunity for leading OEMs in Mexico and potential suppliers to meet and identify new business partners. At the same time, through conference sessions and case studies, participants will learn the latest developments in manufacturing and supply chain dynamics in Mexico. Industries are growing significantly, and the automotive, aerospace, electronics, electrical and medical sectors need to expand their supply base.

Business to Business Meetings

The Supply Chain Summit will match potential buyers and suppliers in pre-arranged, one-to-one, private meetings. The program will allow participants to identify new potential business partners and request meetings based on their choices.

OEMs will have a permanent B2B location throughout the event and suppliers will visit them by the meetings schedules. This format will make it very efficient for buyers and suppliers to come together, network and make new business connections.

Guest Speakers

Industry experts and manufacturers with facilities in Mexico will make presentations throughout the event to help newcomers and experienced executives shape their business, trade and manufacturing strategies in Mexico.

Guests will hear from industry leaders, including Alan Russell of the Tecma Group of Companies, about the fascinating growth and the opportunities to participate in the booming automotive, aerospace and electronics industries value chains in Mexico.

Tecma is proud to be included as a sponsor of this annual event that is so important to those wanting to learn more about cross-border commerce with Mexico.

This link will assist you with additional information on this event:

mexicosupplychainsummit.com

Learn more by visiting Tecma.com

"Our Mission is to create an environment where our clients and employees never want to leave us."

Alan Russell, Founder, and President of the Tecma Group of Companies